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Abstract 
The bondage number b(G) of a nonempty graph G was first introduced by Fink, Jacobson, 
Kinch and Roberts [3]. Among other results they showed that b(G)~<2 if G is a tree. In this 
paper we present a characterization of those trees having bondage number 1. Further on we 
present he first lower bounds for the bondage number and some new sharp upper bounds. 
I. Introduction 
Let G = (V,E) be a finite, undirected graph with neither loops nor multiple edges. 
For u C V(G) we denote by N(u)  the neighborhood of u. More general, we define 
N(U)=Uueu N(u)  for a set U C_ V and N[U] =N(U)  U U. A set D of  vertices in G is 
a dominating set i fN[D]  = V. A dominating set of minimum cardinality in G is called 
a minimum dominating set (MDS), and its cardinality is termed the domination umber 
of G and denoted by 7(G). The set of all minimum dominating sets of a graph G will be 
denoted by MDS(G).  
Fink et al. [3] defined the bondage number b(G) of a nonempty graph to be the 
minimum cardinality among all sets of  edges X for which v(G - X)  > ~(G) holds. 
Brigham et al. [2] defined a vertex v to be critical iff ~(G - v) < 7(G) and G to be a 
vertex domination - -  critical graph (from now on called vc-graph) iff each vertex of 
G is critical. For graph theory not presented here we follow [4]. 
2. Preliminary results 
The first propositon, which actually belongs to the section 'upper bounds', is anti- 
cipated here because it is immediate and allows many conclusions. 
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Proposition 2.1. Let G be a nonempty graph and let H be a spanning subgraph 
obtained by removing sufficiently many, say q, edges from G so that b(H) = 1. Then 
b(G)<<.q + l. 
The next proposition was proved in [3] to be valid for trees, but it also holds for 
general graphs: 
Proposition 2.2. I f  any vertex of a graph G is adjacent with two or more end-vertices, 
then b(G)= 1. 
The following lemma is an extension of a result in [1,3]. 
Lemma 2.3. Let G be a nonempty graph. Then 
b(G)<~ min{deg u + deg v -  1; d(u,v)<~2} 
Proof. If u is adjacent to v, use Proposition 2.1 with the K2 induced by {u,v} being 
one component of H. If d(u, v) = 2, use Proposition 2.1 with H being the subgraph 
of G obtained by first selecting a vertex w of G adjacent o both u and v and then 
removing all edges incident with u or v except uw and vw. [] 
Corollary 2.4 (Fink et al. [3]). Let G be a nonempty connected graph. Then 
b(G)<~6(G) + A(G) - 1. 
Lemma 2.5. I f  G is a nonempty graph with a unique minimum dominating set, then 
b(G) = 1. 
Proof. Let D' be the MDS of G, and let u ~ D'. Furthermore, let v E N(u) n D'. If 
IN(u)ND'[ = 1 for a vertex u ¢~ D', we remove the edge uv, and the proof is complete. 
If IN(u) N D'[/>2 for each vertex u ~ D', then D := (D' - {v}) U {u} dominates 
G and [D[ = [D'[, so that D is a MDS of G as well, which is a contradiction to the 
uniqueness of D'. [] 
Proposition 2.6 (Bauer et al. [1]). I f  there is at least one vertex vE V(G) such that 
7(G - v)>~v(G), then b(G)<~ deg v<<.A(G). 
This proposition partially supported a conjecture of Fink et al. [3], namely that 
b(G)<~A(G) + 1 for every nonempty graph, which was shown in [9] to be false 
by indicating a vertex domination-critical graph G with b(G) = A(G)+ 2. Later on 
Hartnell and Rail [6] and Teschner [11] independently found a class Gi of graphs for 
which b(Gi) = 3A(Gi). That means the difference between the bondage number and 
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the maximum degree of a graph can be arbitrarily large. The new conjecture, namely 
that b(G)<<.3A(G) for any nonempty graph G, was shown to be valid for graphs G 
with 7(G)~<3 in [10]. 
The reason why the vertex domination-critical graphs (vc-graphs) are of  special 
interest in this context is easy to see. By contraposition of Proposition 2.6 we obtain 
the following: 
If b(G) > A(G) then 7(G - v) < 7(G) for all vertices vE V(G). 
The vc-graphs are defined exactly in this way, In order to find graphs G with a high 
bondage number (i.e. higher than A(G)) and beyond it general upper bounds for the 
bondage number we therefore have to look at vc-graphs. 
Lemma 2.7. Let G be a nonempty graph with Kt C_ G. Then 
b(G)<, min{deg u+deg v - t+  1; u and v belong to the same Kt}. 
Proof. Let u and v belong to the same Kt c_ G. Delete all edges incident to v which 
are not leading to u or another vertex of  the Kt and let the resulting graph be G t. Any 
D E MDS(G ~-  u) includes a vertex of Arc, [v] because v has to be dominated. But then 
D is also a dominating set of G r and therefore u is not critical in G ~. Hence (applying 
Proposition 2.6) we get b(G)<~ deg u + deg v - (t - 1). [] 
Definitions. (1) An edge x = uv is called a bondage-edge iff 7 (G-x )  > 7(G). 
(2) A set of edges xl . . . . .  xt is called a bondage-edge-set iff 7(G - {xl . . . . .  xt}) > 
~(G). 
(3) An edge x = uv is called shaky iff [ (uED A v ~ D)V  (u ~ D/~ rED) ]  is valid 
for each DE MDS(G). 
(4) A vertex u is called universal iff uED for each DEMDS(G) .  
(5) A vertex u is called idle iff u ~D for each DEMDS(G) .  
(6) For a set DEMDS(G)  and rED, D*(v) = {uE V(G);u q~ D and N(u) ND = 
{v}} is called the private neighborhood of v outside of D. 
Observations. (1) If x is a bondage-edge, then x is shaky. 
(2) If G has no shaky edge, then b(G)>~2. 
(3) End-edges are always shaky. 
Theorem 2.8. x=uv is a bondage-edge ~ u E D*(v)Vv ED*(u) for each D E MDS(G). 
Proof. Let x = uv be a bondage-edge. Then we have 7(G -x )  > 7(G) and x is 
shaky. Let D be an arbitrary MDS of G. W.l.o.g. let v E D and u ~ D. Assume that 
N(u) A D = S with S ¢ {v}. Then u has a neighbor in D even after removing x and 
therefore 7(G - x) = 7(G), which is a contradiction. Hence, N(u) N D = {v} so that 
uED*(v). 
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On the other hand, assume that x = uv is not a bondage-edge, i.e. there exists DPE 
MD$(G-x)  with [D'[ =7(G).  Hence, we have D 'E  MDS(G). W.l.o.g. let uED'*(v). 
Then u ~ D p and N(u) N D ~ = {v}, but uv ~ E(G - x) which is a contradiction. [] 
The last results lead directly to the next section where we are going to discuss the 
bondage number of trees. 
3. Trees 
In [3] the authors also enter into the special case that the graph G is a tree. At first 
they cite a result of [1]: 
Proposition 3.1. I f  T is a tree with at least two vertices, then b(T)~<2. 
Further on they give a sufficient condition for a graph to have a bondage-edge 
(see above Proposition 2.2). Finally they show that the question, whether a tree has 
bondage number 1 or 2, cannot be answered by a 'forbidden subgraph' statement ( he 
complexity of calculating the bondage number of a tree is at most O(n 2) [3]). 
Hartnell and Rail [5] published a constructive method to find all the trees having 
bondage number 2. In this section we will present a totally different characterization 
of the set of trees having bondage number 1 by looking at the different minimum 
dominating sets of a tree. But first we will refine the definition of the bondage-edge: 
Definition. Let x = uv be a bondage-edge of G. 
(1) x is called a genuine bondage-edge iff u and v are neither universal nor idle. 
(2) x is called a nongenuine bondage-edge iff u is universal and v idle or vice versa. 
There are no other cases possible. 
Example. (1) All the bondage-edges of a path with k vertices with k- -2 (mod 3) are 
genuine. 
(2) All the bondage-edges of a path with k vertices with k -- 0 (mod3) are non- 
genuine. 
The distinction of the bondage-edges into these two cases ('genuine' or 
'nongenuine') is still applicable to general graphs, but in the following we will 
return exclusively to trees. 
For the main theorem we need two lemmata: 
Lemma 3.2. Let T be a tree. I f  u is universal, then there exists a nongenuine bondage- 
edge uv of T. 
Proof. Let vl . . . . .  vk be the neighbors of u and let yi = UVi. I f  7(T -- Yi) > 7(T) for 
some i (1 <~i<<.k), Yi is a nongenuine bondage-edge and we are done. 
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Fig. 1. Lemma 3.2 does not hold in general. 
Assume that none of the edges yi is a bondage-edge. 
Then for each vi there is at least one Di E NIDS(T) where vi is dominated by a 
vertex distinct from u (possibly vi itself), where Di = Dj for i ~ j is allowed. Let 
Ri := {w E V(T); d(w, vi) < d(w,u)} be the vertex-set of the subtree rooted at the 
vertex vi (including vi itself) for 1 ~< i ~<k. 
k R Now let D' := {u} U Ui=l( i nD i )  and let/3 be an arbitrary MDS of T. We have 
to show that D'E NID$(T). Since N[D'] = V(T),  it remains to show that ID'I ~< 1/31- 
Assume that IRi n D' I > ]Ri O/31 for some i. Since Oi E MD$(T) (therefore IDil = 
1/31) and R/n D' = Ri N Di we must have ]Di N (V(T)  - Ri)[ < 1/3 n (V (T )  - Ri)l. 
Let b := (R~ n/3)U ( (V (T ) -  R i )NOi ) .  Since uED, /3 dominates T and IDI < 1/31 
which is a contradiction to /3E MDS(T). 
So we know that IRi OD~I ~<lRi n/31 for each i. Since u is an element of any MDS, 
we have [D' I ~< 1/31 and therefore D'E MDS(T). Now let D := (D ' -{u})U {v, }. Then 
DEMDS(T) ,  but u ¢~D, so u is not universal, which is a contradiction. [] 
Observation. Lemma 3.2 does not hold in general. Look at Fig. 1 where the vertex u 
is universal, but b(G) = 2. 
The proof of Lemma 3.2 shows: 
Corollary 3.3. Let G be a graph with a vertex u incident only with bridges. I f  u is 
universal, then there exists a nonoenuine bondage-edge uv of  G. 
Lemma 3.4. Let T be a tree and x = uv be an edge of  T. 
Then x = uv is a genuine bondage-edge of  T iff the following two conditions are 
satisfied: 
(1) u and v are neither universal nor idle, 
(2) all neighbors o f  u and v (except u and v) are idle. 
Proof. Let us start with the direction from right to left. Since the neighbors of u and 
v belong to no MDS of T, u or v must belong to any MDS of T. Assume that u and v 
belong to an arbitrary DIE MD$(T). There further must exist MDSs D2 and D3 with 
e.g. u ~ D2 and v ~ D3, because otherwise u or v would be universal. 
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Case 1: u or v is an endvertex. Then a set DI containing u and v cannot be a MDS 
of T, which is a contradiction. 
Case 2: u and v each have at least two neighbors. 
Let N(u):= {V, Wl . . . . .  wk}, k~>l. Let Ri := {t C V(T); d(t, wi) < d(t,u)} be the 
vertex-set of the subtree rooted at the vertex wi (including wi itself). Let S := V(T) -  
U k R i -{u} .  Since rED1 and vED2 and uv is a bridge, ID1 AS] = ID2 NSI must i=l 
hold, because otherwise one of the sets D1 or D2 would not be minimum dominating 
sets. 
Since IO~l=lO21 and u ~ DE (but UCDl) it follows that ]D2nUiRi [ = IOlNUigil+l. 
It is obvious that ]D1 ARil ~< ]D2 ne i l  for each i (otherwise we have a contradiction to 
the minimality of D1 ). Hence there must be exactly one R~ with IDzNRil ---- ID~ nRi l+ 1, 
e.g. the set R1. 
Now let D'  := (D1NRI )U(D2 n (V(T) -R1) ) .  Then [O'[ < [D1[ = 1021 . And there 
can be only one vertex not being dominated by D ~, namely Wl. Let D :---- D'  U {wl }. 
D dominates T and [D[ ~<7(T), hence DE MDS(T)  but this is a contradiction to Wl 
idle (condition (2)). 
Hence the assumption is false and x = uv must be shaky. By reason of condi- 
tion (2) x = uv is a bondage-edge. And by reason of condition (1) it is a genuine 
bondage-edge. 
For the other 
Assume there 
u must be in D t 
direction we only have to show condition (2). 
is a vertex wEN(u)(w ~ v) with wED' for a set D 'E  MDS(T) .  Then 
as well (otherwise u q~ O', N(u)ND' ~_{v,w} ~ {v) is a contradiction 
to x = uv being a bondage-edge by applying Theorem 2.8). 
For x being a genuine bondage-edge, there exists a set D E MDS(T)  with u 
D, v C D. Let Rw := {t E V(T); d(t,w) < d(t,u)} as usual. Obviously, we have 
[D N Rw I >>- [D' n Rw [ because w is not dominated by u in D. 
Let /5  := (D'NRw)U(DN(V(T)  -Rw)). Then N[/)] = V(T). 
Case 1: IOnRwl = IO' nRwl. Then I/)[ = IOl = IO'l and/5  must be a MDS of T. 
But this is a contradiction to uv being a bondage-edge because N(u)n/)_~{v, w} ~: {v} 
(Theorem 2.8). 
Case 2: [DNRwl > [O' nRw[. Then IDN(V(T) -  Rw)I < ID' N(V(T) -  Rw)I and 
IZ)l < [DI = ID'I = 7(T), a contradiction to the minimality of D. 




Fig. 2. Lemma 3.4 does not hold in general. 
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Observation. Lemma 3.4 does not hold in general. Look at Fig. 2 where no vertex is 
idle, no vertex is universal, but nevertheless the edge uv is a genuine bondage-edge. 
Now we can state our main theorem. 
Theorem 3.5. Let T be a tree. b(T) = 1 iff 
T has a universal vertex u or T has an edge satisfying the conditions (1) and (2) 
of Lemma 3.4. 
Proof. b(T)  = 1 ¢:~ T has a bondage-edge x = uv ¢:~ x is nongenuine or x is genuine. 
Now apply Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4, respectively. [] 
4. Lower bounds for the bondage number 
Since the bondage number is defined as a minimum, each constructive method that 
creates a concrete set of  bondage-edges leads to an upper bound on the bondage num- 
ber. For that reason it is hard to find lower bounds. Nevertheless, there are some which 
have to appear here. 




4.1. Let G be a nonempty 9raph and H be a spannin9 subgraph of G with 
7(G). Let K be the edges belongin 9 to G but not to H, then b(H)<<.b(G)<~ 
IXl. 
Proof. Let k C E(G) be a bondage-edge-set of G such that b(G) = [K I. We necessarily 
have 7(H - / ( )  >~7(G - /£ )  > 7(G) = 7(H) and, therefore, b(H) <<. [K[ = b(G). 
Analogously, we get b(G)<~b(H)+ ]K]. [] 
From [3] we know the bondage number of  the n-cycle: b(Cn) = 3 if n = 1 (mod3) 
and b(Cn) = 2 otherwise. So we get 
Corollary 4.2. ff 'G is ham iltonian with n >~ 2 vertices and 7(G) = [n/3], then b( G) >~ 2 
and in addition b(G)>~3 tf n -= 1 (rood3). 
Definition. If  there exists a path P in G such that V(P) = V(G), then G is called 
semihamiltonian. A set T C V(G) is called a vertex-coverin9 if each edge of G is 
incident with at least one vertex of T. /~(G) is called the vertex-covering number and 
denotes the cardinality of a minimum vertex-covering. 
It is well-known that 7(G)~</~(G), if G has no isolated vertices. 
Corollary 4.3. I f  G & semihamiltonian with n vertices, 7(G) = In~3] and 1 < n =- 
1 (mod3), then b(G)~>2. 
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Fig. 3. Theorem 4.4 is sharp. 
Theorem 4.4. Let G be a graph with/3(G) = ?(G). Then 
(i) b(G)>>.c~(G) 
(ii) b(G)>~6(G) + 1, if G is vertex-critical. 
Proof. (i) W.l.o.g. let 6(G)~>2. I fXC_E(G) with [X]<~6(G)- l, then 6(G-X)>~I  
and therefore 7(G - X)  ~</3(G - X)  ~</?(G) -- 7(G). Hence, b(G) >1 6(G). 
(ii) If G is a vc-graph, we have to remove at least one more edge, for 7(G-v) < y(G) 
is valid for all vertices vE V(G). Hence b(G)>~6(G)+ 1. [] 
Example. Look at Fig. 3. G is a vc-graph. 
fl(G) = ~(G) = 4 ::~ b(G)~>3, and Lemma 2.3 :=> b(G) = 3. 
Generally speaking, each upper bound for 7 can lead to a lower bound for b using 
the idea of Theorem 4.4. The best lower bound probably can be developed out of the 
following result of  Sanchis. 
Proposition 4.5 (Sanchis [8]). Let G be a graph with n vertices, 3 <~y(G)<<.n/2, and 
no isolated vertices. Then the number of edges of G (in future denoted by m(G)) is 
at most (n-~+l). 
Theorem 4.6. Let G be a [vertex-critical] graph with 2<~y(G)~n/2- 1. Then 
b(G)>~min{f (G) [+ l ] ,m(G) - (n (G)2?(G) )}  
Proof. By removing a bondage-edge-set out of G a graph G' is supposed to arise with 
7(G') = 7(G) + 1. Hence 3 <<.7(G')<~n/2. 
Case 1: G' has an isolated vertex. Then we have b(G)>>.f(G)[+1]. 
Case 2: G' has no isolated vertices. Then (Proposition 4.5) 
2 
[] 
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Example. The lower bound of Theorem 4.6 is sharp for the class vertex-critical graphs 
with domination umber 2. Brigham et al. [2] show that G belongs to this class iff 
G ~ KEk with a 1-factor removed. If  G is in this class we have b(G)>~f(G)+ 
1 = A(G) + 1 (with Theorem 4.6) and b(G)<~A(G) + 1 (with Proposition 2.1 and 
Lemma 2.5). 
5. Upper bounds for the bondage number 
From Proposition 2.6 we know that the bondage number of a graph G is bounded 
from above by A(G), when G is not vertex-critical. 
For vc-graphs it is more difficult to find an upper bound. The bondage numbers 
of vc-graphs in general are not even bounded from above by A + c for any fixed 
natural number c ([6,11]). On the other hand, we know from Corollary 2.4, that 
b(G)<~f(G) + A(G) - 1 holds for any nonempty connected graph G. Although this 
bound is sharp for arbitrarily many graphs, it is as bad as wanted for arbitrarily many 
graphs also. 
In this section we will state some improvements of Corollary 2.4, which are all 
dependent on two graph-invariants. The question, whether there is an upper bound of 
b dependent only on A, got partial support in [10], but is still open in general (see 
Section 2). 
Definition. (1) If G be a graph with V(G) = {vl . . . . .  vn}, then the sequence deg /31 = 
dl . . . . .  deg v, = d, is called the degree sequence of G. Henceforth, assume that 6(G) = 
dl <~d2 <~ "" <~d~ = A(G). 
(2) A set pc_ V(G) is called a k-packing iff d(u,v) > k for each pair u, vEP, u ¢ 
v. ~k(G) is called the k-packing number and denotes the cardinality of a maximum 
k-packing. 
The following two statements (derived from Lemma 2.3) are in many cases better 
than Corollary 2.4. 
Lemma 5.1. Let  G be a nonempty graph with ct2(G ) = t and degree sequence 6(G)  = 
dl  <~d2 <~ ""  <~dn = A(G). Then b(G)<~dt ÷ dt+l - 1. 
Proof. Assume that b(G) > dt + dt+l - 1. 
Let P := {vl . . . . .  vt+1} belong to the first t + 1 elements of the degree sequence. 
Then d(vi, vj)>~3 for i ~ j, i,j<<.t + 1, because otherwise we had b(G)<~di + d j -  1 
from Lemma 2.3. Hence, c~2(G)>~t + 1 which is a contradiction. [] 
Corollary 5.2. Let  G be a graph with degree sequence as usual. 
Then b(G)<~d7 + d~+l - 1. 
Proof. Meir and Moon [7] show that for any graph ~2(G)~<y(G). [] 
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Example. Corollary 5.2 (and therefore Lemma 5.1 also) is sharp for arbitrarily many 
graphs. Let Hn := Cn + {vlv4,vlvn-2} where n = l(mod3),n>~7 (the n vertices 
of Cn numbered clockwise). Then ?(Hn) = ?(Cn) = (n ÷ 2)/3. Lemma 4.1 gives us 
b(Hn)>~b(Cn) = 3, and Corollary 5.2 shows that b(Hn)<~2 + 2 - 1 = 3. 
Theorem 5.3. Let G be a vc-graph with degree sequence as usual. Let t(G) := 
dl + . . .  + dT-l. Then b(G)<<, max{A(G) + 1,t(G)} 
This theorem follows immediately with the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.4. Let us have the same conditions as in Theorem 5.3. Then if  b(G) > t(G), 
then b(G)<~A(G) + 1. 
ProoL By the hypothesis t(G) = dl + .. .  + d~-l. 
Let Ei := {edges incident to vi E V(G)} with deg vi = di. 
Since y~_--i I [gi[ ~<t(a), we see by the hypothesis that v (G-  U~-I 1 E l )= v(G) and 
therefore ? (G-  U~__--11 vi) = 1. Hence, we deduce A(G)>~n(G)-?(G). From the obvious 
inequality A(G)<~ n(G) - 7(G) we conclude A(G) + v(G) = n(G). 
Let v be a vertex of maximum degree A(G). Then we know by [2] (Theorem 7) that 
G has certain properties, among others the property, that G-  v has a unique minimum 
dominating set. For that reason we isolate v (by deleting A(G) edges) and let the 
resulting graph be G ~. G ~ must also have a unique minimum dominating set. Then by 
Lemma 2.5 we have b(G)<~A(G)+ 1. [] 
Corollary 5.5. Let G be a vc-graph with 7(G) = 3 and degree sequence as usual. 
Then b(G)<~max{A(G) + 1, 6(G) + d2}. 
Corollary 5.6 (Fink et al. [3]). I f  G is a nonempty graph with 7(G)~>2, then b(G) 
~<(7(G)- 1)A(G) + 1. 
Let now 2(G) be the edge-connectivity of a connected graph G, i.e. that at least 
2(G) edges have to be removed out of G to decompose G in two components. The 
inequality 2(G)<<,f(G) is immediate. 
So the next theorem is also an improvement of Corollary 2.4. 
Theorem 5.7. Let G be a connected, nonempty graph. 
Then b(G)<<.2(G) + A(G) - 1. 
Proofl Let K be a minimum set of edges such that the graph G - K is not con- 
nected (2(G) = IKI). Now remove the edge-set K out of G and let the resulting two 
components be G1 and G2. 
Case 1:~(G1 U G2) > ?(G). Then b(G)<~2(G) and we are done. 
Case 2:7(G1 U G2) = ~(G). 
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Case 2.1: There exists a vertex w E G1 U G2 incident in G to an edge of K, not 
belonging to any MDS of its component. Then b(G)<~)t(G) +deg w - 1. 
Case 2.2: All vertices incident in G to edges of K belong to a MDS of their 
component. Let wE V(G1) be such a vertex. 
Case 2.2.1:7(G1 - {w}) < 7(G1). Then there is a set D1 E MD$(GI )  with wED1 
such that N(w)N Dl = 0. Furthermore, let v EN(w)A V(G2) and D2 E MD$(G2) with 
rED2. Then D1 U D2 -w is a dominating set of G, a contradiction. 
Case 2.2.2: 7(Ga - {w})>~T(G1 ). Then b(G)<<,2(G) +deg w - 1. 
The case that GI or G2 is an isolated vertex is included in Case 1 or Case 2.2.1. 
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